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REGULARIZATION OF 2d SUPERSYMMETRIC YANG-MILLS
THEORY VIA NON COMMUTATIVE GEOMETRY.
K. VALAVANE∗.
Abstract. The non commutative geometry is a possible framework to reg-
ularize Quantum Field Theory in a nonperturbative way. This idea is an
extension of the lattice approximation by non commutativity that allows to
preserve symmetries. The supersymmetric version is also studied and more
precisely in the case of the Schwinger model on supersphere [14]. This paper
is a generalization of this latter work to more general gauge groups.
1. Introduction
Formally the quantization (in Feynman’s point of view) of a field is represented
by a path integral , but this integral is not well defined [1]. The lattice approxima-
tion was first proposed as a way to regularize this integral but it does not preserve
the Lorentz invariance. Snyder has introduced non commutativity of the coordi-
nates to conserve Lorentz symmetry [23]. In this approach the space time is not a
manifold but is decomposed in cells of certain size (multiple of Planck constant).
This approach introduces a natural (UV) cut-off and it can be non perturbative.
At least in compact cases, this cut-off allows us to remove divergences. This fuzzy
approach [19, 20, 7, 15, 4, 14] of the regularization is exposed in the case of sphere
using Berezin quantization [2], the result is so-called fuzzy sphere. In this frame-
work, there are lot of works [12, 7, 21, 16, 4] which are trying to include all the
fields. But in the noncompact cases the (UV) divergences can persist [5].
The fuzzy sphere is introduced by quantization of the symplectic structure on the
usual sphere. It replaces the commutative structure by non commutative one and
the quantum version of the symplectic reduction introduces naturally the finiteness.
The first step is the regularization of a scalar field on the sphere [19, 10, 3]. The
scalar field on fuzzy sphere is just a matrix and the action (always invariant by
SO(3)) is defined using the trace on finite matrices.
Other field theories (spinors fields, gauge fields and topologically nontrivial field
configurations) are also defined on the fuzzy sphere [10, 7, 13, 4, 8, 14] and their
regularization proved, thanks again to the finiteness of the matrices. These con-
structions needed the non commutative generalization of spinors, of the differential
complex and of the topologically nontrivial configurations. To know more about
noncommutative geometry and its applications, see [6]. In [11, 12], the definition
of the spinors (element of a bimodule) on fuzzy sphere, which allows to construct
Dirac operator and chiral operator. But the latter two didn’t anticommute, thus
the previous assumption did not preserve the perfect analogy between fuzzy sphere
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and the ordinary sphere. Another approach consists in using supersymmetry [7].
The supersymmetric version of the fuzziness is very similar to the ordinary case :
fuzzy superspheres are finite supermatrices, the scalars fields are just the even parts
of the supermatrices (bosonic submanifold) and spinors are the odd ones. In fact
the scalar fields and spinors are both contained in superscalars fields in a canonical
way. One can also construct gauge fields using a differential complex based on this
concept [15].
If we want to consider supersymmetric gauge theories, all these constructions are
constraint to be gauge invariant and supersymmetric invariant. Using this idea, C.
Klimcik constructs the supersymmetric Schwinger model (analogue of the euclidean
Maxwell field in two dimension) on the ordinary sphere and on the fuzzy sphere [14].
He constructed an suitable invariant supersymmetric differential complex based on
the super Lie algebra sl(2, 1) and its sub super Lie algebra osp(2, 1). He worked out
in detail the abelian case and we aim to study the non abelian case in this paper.
For this prurpose, we conserve the general form of the action defining the electro-
dynamic on the fuzzy supersphere but we need to modify the differential complex to
incorporate the non abelian case. At the commutative limit, a long calculation al-
lows us to describe (also in an original way) the supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
on the ordinary sphere. This paper is organized as follows :
In the section 2, we recall some preliminary notions that underlie our framework
: supersphere, symplectic reduction, quantization of the supersphere, super Lie
algebras sl(2, 1) and osp(2, 1) and integration over the fermionic variables.
In the section 3, we construct the analogue of the supersymmetric differential
complex presented [14] in the bosonic case and we modify it to include the non
abelian case. Then we apply this construction of the modified complex to the
supersphere and fuzzy supersphere.
At the commutative limit, we obtain respectively the Schwinger model [14] and
the ordinary Yang-Mills theory on the supersphere.
Last section is devoted to conclusions.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Supersphere. To perform easily the quantization of the sphere as a phase
space, we use the well known symplectic reduction of the complex plane C2 by the
group U(1). We consider the complex plane C2 generated by χα, α = 1, 2, with the
following Poisson structure :
{f, g} = ∂χαf∂χαg − ∂χαf∂χαg.(2.1)
We call ω, the 2-form underlying this symplectic structure. We consider a moment
map J = χ21 + χ
2
2 − 1 then we can associate U(1) vector field X to J by
dJ = ω (X, .) .
In the submanifold J−1(0), the form ω is degenerated. We obtain the standard
2-sphere S2 with its symplectic structure by considering the quotient on this sub-
manifold J−1(0) by null-space of the 2-form ω. In other words, the algebra of
functions on the sphere consists of functions on C2 with the property
{
f, χ21 + χ
2
2 − 1
}
= 0.(2.2)
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Moreover such two functions are equivalent if their difference is a function of the
following form h
(
χ21 + χ
2
2 − 1
)
. This procedure is called the symplectic reduction
with a moment map χ21 + χ
2
2 − 1.
In analogy with the algebra of functions on the sphere defined by symplectic
reduction with respect to a moment map χ21 + χ
2
2 − 1 in the complex plan C
2,
the algebra of functions A∞ on the supersphere is defined by (super) symplectic
reduction with respect to a moment map χ21+χ
2
2+aa−1 in the complex superplane
C2,1, with additional fermionic or grassmanian variables a, a [1]. The Poisson
structure on C2,1 is the following
{f, g} = ∂χαf∂χαg − ∂χαf∂χαg − (−1)
f
[∂af∂ag + ∂af∂ag](2.3)
applied to coordinates, seen as functions, it gives
{χα, χβ} = δαβ , {a, a} = 1, α, β = 1, 2.(2.4)
The following parametrization simplifies our work
z =
χ1
χ2
, z =
χ1
χ2
, b =
a
χ2
, b =
a
χ2
.
The Berezin integral on this algebra is written as, e is the unit of A∞
I[f ] =
1
2πi
∫
dz dz db db
1 + zz + bb
f, I[e] = 1.(2.5)
This algebra is equipped with graded involution
(χα)
∗
= χα, (χα)
∗
= χα, a∗ = a, a∗ = −a.(2.6)
Like sl (2) on the sphere, the Lie superalgebra sl(2, 1) is naturally represented on
A∞. First of all, we recall that sl(2, 1) is generated by R±, R3,Γ, V±, D± with the
following super Lie algebra structure. We note [., .]+ the anti-commutator.
[R3, R±] = ±R±, [R+, R−] = 2R3, [Ri,Γ] = 0, i = +,−, 3.
[D±, V±] = 0, [D±, V∓]+ = ±
1
4
Γ, [D±, D±]+ = ∓
1
2
R±,
[D±, D∓]+ =
1
2
R3, [V±, V±]+ = ±
1
2
R±, [V±, V∓]+ = −
1
2
R3,
[R3, V±] = ±
1
2
V±, [R±, V±] = 0, [R±, D∓] = D±,
[Γ, V±] = D±, [Γ, D±] = V±.
The representation of sl(2, 1) on A∞ is defined in the following way
V±f = {v±, f} , Γf = {γ, f} , f ∈ A∞(2.7)
D±f = {d±, f} , R3f = {ri, f} ,
R+f = {r+, f} , R−f = {r−, f} .
with respect to the following charges
r+ = χ
1χ2, r− = χ
2χ1, r3 =
1
2
(
χ1χ1 − χ2χ2
)
, γ = aa+ 1(2.8)
2v+ = χ
1a+ aχ2, 2v− = χ
2a− aχ1,
2d+ = aχ
2 + χ1a, 2d− = −χ
2a− aχ1
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This representation is called Hamiltonian because it can be defined by the super-
Poisson structure (2.1). The derivatives V±, D±,Γ, R±, R3 can be also expressed in
terms of the standard supersymmetric derivatives D, D, Q, Q in two dimensions
D = ∂b + b∂z, D = ∂b + b∂z ,
Q = ∂b − b∂z, Q = ∂b − b∂z.
We write the generators of sl(2, 1) using these four derivatives :
D+ =
1
2
(
D − zD
)
, D− = −
1
2
(
D + zD
)
,
V+ =
1
2
(
Q+ zQ
)
, V− =
1
2
(
Q− zQ
)
,
Γ = b∂b − b∂b, R3 = z∂z − z∂z +
1
2
b∂b −
1
2
b∂b,
R+ = −∂z − z
2∂z − zb∂b, R− = ∂z + z
2∂z − zb∂b.
In the supersymmetric framework the Taylor expansion of the functions is finite
(because the nilpotency of the fermionic variables). An even element writes
f
(
z, z, b, b
)
= u(z, z) + bψ(z, z) + bϕ(z, z) + bbv(z, z)(2.9)
with u and v belong to the even part of P, P a graded commutative algebra. And
ψ and φ in the odd one. Thus it is globally even. It is same to the odd element.
We recall the integration on the fermionic variables∫
db = 0,
∫
db = 0,
∫
dbb = 0,(2.10) ∫
dbb = 0,
∫
db db f(z, z, b, b) =
∫
db
(
ψ − bv
)
= −v.
2.2. Quantization of the supersphere. In the previous part, we introduced
the symplectic reduction because its simplifies the quantization of the supersphere.
Indeed, first we quantize the superplane and we perform the quantum symplectic
reduction [15]1. As in quantum mechanics, we transform the generators of the
algebra in creation and annihilation operators with the standard replacement
{., .} −→
1
h
[., .] with h is real parameter.(2.11)
Thus the generators χα, χα, a, a become operators verifying
[χα, χβ ] = hδαβ, [a, a]+ = h, α, β = 1, 2
and acting on a Hilbert space which is constructed as follows
χα |0 > is an vector
a |0 > is an another vector
χα |0 > = 0
a |0 > = 0
It means, one considers a vector (vacuum vector and the standard notation is
|0 > ) and one constructs an irreducible representation of this algebra. The space
generated by this denumerable family of vectors is a Hilbert space, called Fock space.
1There is an another way to quantize it, which is equivalent to the previous one, using the
representation theory of sl(2, 1) [7].
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The analogue of symplectic reduction with moment map is just the restriction of
the Hilbert space only to the vectors ψ satisfying the constraint
(χ1χ1 + χ2χ2 + aa− 1)ψ = 0
as in the previous section we define the quantized version of A∞ by the operators
f̂ which verify
[f̂ , χ21 + χ
2
2 + aa] = 0.
Let us determine the dimension of the kernel of the operator χ21+χ
2
2 + aa− 1. Let
be ψ an element of the Fock space, it is easy to show that
ψ = (χ1)
n1 (χ2)
n2 |0 > or ψ = (χ1)
n1 (χ2)
n2 a |0 > with n1, n2 ∈ N
which implies that
(χ1χ1 + χ2χ2 + aa− 1)ψ = Nh− 1 with N ∈ N.(2.12)
Thus the condition to fulfil (2.12) is that h = 1
N
and in this case, the dimension of
the kernel of χ21 + χ
2
2 + aa is just the number of possibilities to have N = n1 + n2
or n1 + n2 + 1, it is exactly 2N + 1. The each admissible value of the parameter h
gives us a (2N +1)-dimensional subspace HN of the Fock space and the deformed
version of A∞ is then AN = M2N+1(C). When N → ∞ we have the constant h
approaching 0 and the algebra AN tends to the classical limit A∞ [8]. The Hilbert
space HN is graded HN = HeN ⊕HoN where HeN generated by bosonic creation
operators
(χ1)
n1 (χ2)
n2 |0 > , n1 + n2 = N
and HoN both bosonic and fermionic creation operators
(χ1)
n1 (χ2)
n2 a |0 > , n1 + n2 + 1 = N.
The involution in AN is defined exactly as in (2.6), AN is also graded as follows [7]
Φ =
(
φR ∈Mn+1 (C) ψR ∈Mn+1,n (C)
ψL ∈Mn,n+1 (C) φL ∈Mn (C)
)
∈ AN
where even part is composed by diagonal blocks and odd by the off-diagonal blocks.
The integration over AN is given by
I[Φ] = STr[Φ], Φ ∈ AN .
= Trace (φR − φL) .
The relations of the super Lie bracket with the super-Poisson structure for N →∞
is given by
{X,Y } = N [X,Y ], X, Y ∈ AN .(2.13)
The graduation of the commutator depends on the graduation of the elements :
if X and Y are both odd, it is in fact the anti-commutator. The representation
defined by (2.7) on A∞ is preserved by quantization and becomes a representation
on AN in which we replace the Poisson bracket by the graded commutator. In the
”quantum” case, the action is defined by
Vjf = [v±, f ] , Γf = [γ, f ] ,(2.14)
D±f = [d±, f ] , R3f = [r3, f ] ,
R+f = [r+, f ] , R−f = [r−, f ] .
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The explicit form of the supermatrices ri, γ, vα, dβ are given in [14]. The represen-
tations of sl(2, 1) on AN and A∞ are completely reducible, their decompositions
into irreducible ones are the following
AN =
N⊕
j=0
j, A∞ =
∞⊕
j=0
j
where j means the sl(2, 1) superspin of the representation, for more details see [7,
14]. We recall that the quantization performed using the representation theory of
sl(2, 1) is just the approximation at level N of A∞ =
⊕∞
j=0 j by AN =
⊕N
j=0 j
endowed with a new multiplication rule. It is clear that at the limit AN becomes
A∞, for more details see [7].
In [14] C. Klimcik constructed an action of the supersymmetric gauge theory for
the finite N , at the limit it becomes the standard free supersymmetric electrody-
namic in the ordinary sphere. In the following section we construct the modified
differential complex that allows us to include the non abelian case.
3. Description of the modified differential complex
3.1. Bosonic case. Firstly, we construct a differential complex on the ordinary
sphere in an invariant way and then we extend it to the supersphere [14]. The
invariant complex on the ordinary sphere is obtained by an another way in [16].
The differential complex constructed in [14] can be seen as a supersymmetric gen-
eralization of the following one.
Definition 1. A Poisson algebra A is an unital C-algebra with a Poisson structure
compatible with the product m : A⊗A → A.
{X,Y Z} = {X,Y }Z + Y {X,Z}, X, Y, Z ∈ A
A is equipped with a linear trace
Trace : A → C
Trace(e) = 1 where e is the unit of A,
T race({X,Y }) = 0, X, Y ∈ A.
Definition 2. We say that (A,G) is a double over a Poisson C-algebra A if G is a
Lie subalgebra of A and a bilinear form Trace◦m restricted to G is non-degenerated.
In this case the bilinear form Trace ◦m determines an element CG ∈ G ⊗ G called
a quadratic Casimir element of the double (A,G).
These two definitions allow us to construct a invariant differential complex on A
by the following way : The complex Ω (A,G) over the double (A,G) is defined as
follows
Ω (A,G) =
3⊕
i=0
Ωi (A,G)(3.1)
where
Ω0 (A,G) = Ω3 (A,G) = (A)0 ≡ e⊗A(3.2)
Ω1 (A,G) = Ω2 (A,G) = G ⊗ A
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We note m the left regular action and ad the adjoint action of A on itself. We
explicit their actions
ad (X)Y = {X,Y }
m (X)Y = XY
Using Sweedler notation, we note formally CG as CG1 ⊗C
G
2 ∈ G⊗G. Let us introduce
now the coboundary operator
δG : Ωi (A,G) −→ Ωi+1 (A,G)(3.3)
which acts explicitly
δG (e ⊗X) = m
(
CG1
)
e⊗ ad
(
CG2
)
X, e ⊗X ∈ Ω0 (A,G)
δG (g ⊗X) =
(
ad
(
CG1
)
⊗ ad
(
CG2
)
+
1
2
dG
)
(g ⊗X) , g ⊗X ∈ Ω1 (A,G)
δG (k ⊗ Y ) = e⊗ ad (k)Y, k ⊗ Y ∈ Ω2 (A,G)
δG (e⊗W ) = 0, e⊗W ∈ Ω3 (A,G) .
with dG the Dynkin index for the trace, which can be defined by
Trace(XY ) =
1
dG
Trace(ad (X)ad (Y ))
We define also the associative graded product on this differential algebra which is
compatible with δG
∗G : Ωi (A,G) ⊗ Ωj (A,G) −→ Ωi+j (A,G)(3.4)
The multiplication is given by the following table


∗G e⊗X
′ g′ ⊗X ′ k′ ⊗ Z ′ e⊗W ′
e⊗X m⊗m m⊗m m⊗m m⊗m
g ⊗X m⊗m ad⊗m (Trace⊗ Id) (m⊗m) 0
k ⊗ Z m⊗m (Trace⊗ Id)⊗ (m⊗m) 0 0
e⊗W m⊗m 0 0 0


Finally we define a map, called Hodge triangle, which is the analogue of the Hodge
star. It is just the identification between 2-forms and 1-forms, between 0-forms
and 3-forms and we denote it ✁. This presentation is just the application of the
one constructed in the supersymmetric case in [14] to the bosonic case. In [16]
C. Klimcik showed that this complex applied to A = C∞(S2) and G = su(2) is
isomorphic to another one constructed with the de Rham complex of the 2-sphere
[16]. Now we recall it :
ω =
3
⊕
i=0
ωi(3.5)
with
ω0 = Ω0 ⊕ {0} , ω1 = Ω1 ⊕ Ω2(3.6)
ω2 = Ω2 ⊕ Ω1, ω3 = {0} ⊕ Ω0.
We note Ωi, the space of i-forms in the usual de Rham complex, d the de Rham
differential operator and ∗ the usual Hodge operator. The coboundary operator on
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ω is defined as follows
δ ≡ d⊕ ∗d ∗ on ω0, ω2, ω3(3.7)
δ (V ⊕ v) = (dV + v)⊕ ∗d ∗ v, V ⊕ v ∈ Ω1 ⊕ Ω2
We recall the definition of the Hodge triangle for this complex [16]
⊳ φ = φ, φ ∈ ω0(3.8)
⊳ (V ⊕ v) = v ⊕ V, V ⊕ v ∈ ω1(3.9)
⊳ (v ⊕ V ) = V ⊕ v, v ⊕ V ∈ ω2
⊳Φ = Φ, Φ ∈ ω3.(3.10)
We define the integral of a 3-form by
Int(Φ) =
∫
S2
∗Φ(3.11)
where Φ is seen as a 0-form of the de Rham complex. Now we can write an action
S(A) = Int(δA. ⊳ δA) + Int(A.δA)(3.12)
where A = V ⊕ v ∈ ω1 and A
† = A. This action is gauge invariant under the gauge
transformation
A −→ A+ δφ, φ ∈ ω0.(3.13)
Explicitly this action is written
S(V, v) =
∫
S2
dV ∧ ∗dV +
∫
S2
d ∗ v ∧ ∗d ∗ v(3.14)
and the gauge transformation is written as follows
V −→ V + dφ, v −→ v.
The second term of the action (3.12) does not violate the gauge invariance and it
is useful to separate the fields V and v in the action. The first term is the pure
electrodynamic plus free massless scalar on S2. Its interaction with a scalar matter
field Φ ∈ ωC0 is described by [16]
Sm(A,Φ) = Int
(
(δΦ− iAΦ) . ⊳ (δΦ− iAΦ)
)
(3.15)
the bare means ordinary complex conjugation. In terms of fields V, v, the matter
action becomes
Sm(Φ, V, v) =
∫
(dΦ− iV Φ) ∧ ∗(dΦ− iVΦ) +
∫
(v ∧ ∗v)ΦΦ(3.16)
This action is the standard interaction of the complex scalar matter with U(1)
gauge field but the second term is a new one. With the convenient constraint which
respects the gauge invariance, we can suppress v. Thus we are able to construct
the non commutative version without extra propagating fields.
This complex can be also viewed as a subcomplex of the de Rham complex
on SU(2). Forms in this subcomplex are characterized by their invariance with
respect to U(1) subgroup of SU(2). So they can be interpreted as objects living
on S2(= SU(2)/U(1)) [16]. The SU(2) covariant formalism for the complex ω is
exactly our complex Ω (A,G) in case of A = C∞(S2) and G = su(2).
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We note Ri, with i = +,−, 3, the generators of the Lie algebra su(2) with the
following relations
[R+, R−] = 2R3, [R3, R±] = ±R±(3.17)
It is easy to show that in this case
CG = R+ ⊗R− +R− ⊗R+ +
1
2
R3 ⊗R3(3.18)
dG = −2
Ω0 (A,G) = Ω3 (A,G) = e⊗A = Ω0
Ω1 (A,G) = Ω2 (A,G) = G ⊗ A =Ω0 ⊕ Ω0 ⊕ Ω0
with ri the following charges corresponding to vector field Ri
r+ = χ
1χ2 =
z
1 + zz
, r− = χ
2χ1 =
z
1 + zz
, r3 =
(
χ1χ1 − χ2χ2
)
=
1
2
1− zz
1 + zz
.
(3.19)
We recall that C∞(S2) is the 0-forms in the de Rham complex. Let us to note
ϕ ≡ e⊗ ϕ ∈ Ω0 ∼= C
∞(S2),(3.20)
Ai ≡ Ri ⊗Ai ∈ Ω1 (A,G) ∼= C
∞(S2)⊕ C∞(S2)⊕ C∞(S2),
ai ≡ Ri ⊗ ai ∈ Ω3 (A,G) ∼= C
∞(S2)⊕ C∞(S2)⊕ C∞(S2),
Φ ≡ e⊗ Φ ∈ Ω0. ∼= C
∞(S2)
So the multiplication becomes explicitly
m⊗m (e⊗ ϕ) (Ri ⊗Ai) = Ri ⊗ ϕAi ≡ ϕAi,(3.21)
in this way we obtain the complete table
ϕ ∗G ψ = ϕψ, ϕ ∗G Ai = ϕAi, ϕ, ψ ∈ Ω0, A ∈ Ω1
ϕ ∗G bi = ϕbi, ϕ ∗G Φ = ϕΦ, ϕ ∈ Ω0, b ∈ Ω2
A ∗G B = (A3B+ −A+B3, A3B− −A−B3, 2 (A+B− −A−B+)) , A,B ∈ Ω1
A ∗G a = A+a+ +A−a− +A3a3, A ∈ Ω1, a ∈ Ω2.
Now I explicit the coboundary operator
δG (e⊗ ϕ) = (R−, ϕ,R+ϕ,R3ϕ)
δG (ri ⊗Ai) = (−R−A3 −R3A+ −A+,
R+A3 +R3A− −A−,
2R−A− − 2R+A+ −A3, )
δG (ri ⊗ ai) = R+A+ +R−A− +R3A3
The identification between the two descriptions in the case of the 1-forms is
A+ = −iV − iz
2V +
z
1 + zz
∗ v(3.22)
A− = iV + iz
2V +
z
1 + zz
∗ v
A3 = izV − izV +
1
2
1− zz
1 + zz
∗ v
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where V dz + V dz and v are de Rham 1-form and 2-form respectively with V , V
functions on S2 verify ∫
S2
dzdzV V <∞.
The first integral of the matter action (3.16) is the standard interaction of the
complex scalar matter with U(1) gauge field. We impose certain constraint to
eliminate the second term [16], using the isomorphism (3.22) the constraint is
r+A− + r−A+ + r3A3 = 0.(3.23)
Using (3.19) and (3.22) it is easy to show that this constraint eliminate v. In the
invariant description this constraint is written
CG ∗G ✁A = 0, A ∈ Ω1 (A,G)(3.24)
It is important to note that constraint (3.24) is gauge and su(2) invariant. In this
constraint CG is viewed as a 2-form. All these constructions are extensible to the
fuzzy sphere [20]. Briefly we recall it
AN = MN (C) ,(3.25)
{f, g} = N [f, g] , f, g ∈ AN
ω˜0 = AN , ω˜1 = AN ⊗ C
3(3.26)
ω˜2 = AN ⊗ C
3, ω˜3 = AN .(3.27)
The product between forms is defined as in (3.4). The coboundary operator is
δ (ϕ) = ([r−, ϕ] , [r+, ϕ] , [r3, ϕ])(3.28)
δ (A) = (− [r−, A3]− [r3, A+]−A+,
[r+, A3] + [r3, A−]−A−,
2r−, A− − 2r+, A+ −A3, )
δ (a) = [r+, A+] + [r−, A−] + [r3, A3]
with quantized charges of the Hamiltonian vectors ri which are operators defined
as in (3.19). The Int (3.11) is becomes 1
N+1
Trace in the noncommutative case.
Then the action is written
SN (A) =
1
N + 1
Trace (F. ⊳ F +A.δA)(3.29)
The natural way to consider the non abelian case is to introduce a new gauge
transformation law of the 1-fields as follows
A −→ UAU−1 + δUU−1, U ∈ UN (C)(3.30)
To preserve to gauge invariance of the action (3.29), we modify it as follows
SN (A) =
1
N + 1
Trace
(
F. ⊳ F ++A.δA+
2
3
A.A.A
)
, F = δA+A.A.(3.31)
The analogue of the constraint (3.23) for this action is
r. ⊳ A+ ⊳A.r +A. ⊳ A = 0(3.32)
In a invariant description
CG ∗G ✁A+✁A ∗G C
G +
1
N
(⊳A ∗G A) = 0(3.33)
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In the commutative limit, N →∞, terms A.A and A.A.A vanished and we obtain
(3.29). Thus one obtains the noncommutative version of the scalar Maxwell theory
on the sphere [16]. Now we can naturally incorporate the Yang-Mills system into
this framework. It implies that AN should be replaced by A
′
N ≡ AN ⊗Mn(C).
The gauge group U can be viewed as the unitary elements of AN ⊗Mn(C). Since
AN =MN(C), we have U = UnN (C). In this formalism the only thing to modify is
the coboundary operator, we recall that coboundary operator is defined using the
charges ri, therefore the modification concern them. We set
δ′ (φ⊗m) = ([r−, φ]⊗m, [, r+, φ]⊗m, [r3, φ]⊗m) . φ⊗m ∈ A
′
N
δ′ (Ai ⊗ ni) = (− [r−, A3]⊗ n3 − [r3, A+]⊗ n+ −A+ ⊗ n+,
[r+, A3]⊗ n3 + [r3, A−]⊗ n− − A− ⊗ n−,
2 [r−, A−]⊗ n− − 2 [r+, A+]⊗ n3 −A3 ⊗ n3, ).
δG (ai ⊗ pi) = [r+, a+]⊗ p+ + [r−, a−]⊗ p− + [r3, A3]⊗ p3.
δ′ (Φ⊗ q) = 0. Φ⊗ q ∈ A′N
with (Ai ⊗ ni) , (ai ⊗ pi) ∈ A
′
N ⊗C
3. In the same manner, the Casimir element CG
becomes
CG = CG1 ⊗ C
G
2 ⊗ In(3.34)
The gauge invariant analogue of the constraint (3.24) is
CG ∗G ✁A+✁A ∗G C
G +
1
N
⊳ A ∗G A = 0(3.35)
This previous bosonic work allowed us to understand the way to incorporate abelian
and non abelian theories in a same framework. Now we introduce the modified
differential complex which will be used in the supersymmetric framework.
3.2. Description of the modified differential complex. Now we will construct
a differential complex on the supersphere and the supergauge abelian and non
abelian theories on it. This complex is slightly different from the complex con-
structed in [14] in order to incorporate the non abelian theory on the supersphere.
For a general propose, we consider A, a Z2-graded unital C-algebra with a super-
Poisson structure and A′ = A⊗Mn (C). The product on A
′ is
(X ⊗m) · (Y ⊗ n) = XY ⊗mn, X ⊗m,Y ⊗ n ∈ A′
Now we define a bilinear map on A′ as follows
A′ ×A′ −→ A′
{X ⊗m,Y ⊗ n} = {X,Y } ⊗mn, X ⊗m,Y ⊗ n ∈ A′
with {., .} the super Poisson structure on A compatible with the product on A. The
restriction of this map on the subalgebra A ≡ A′ ⊗ In is a super Poisson structure
compatible with the product. But the map is not a super Poisson on A⊗Mn (C).
Before giving our definitions, let us list those appropriated for the abelian case.
Definition 3 (14). A is a Z2-graded unital C-algebra with a super-Poisson struc-
ture {., .} compatible with the product and equipped with a linear supertrace
STrace : A → C
STrace(e) = 1 where e is the unit of A.
ST race({X,Y }) = 0, X, Y ∈ A
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Definition 4 (14). We say that (A,G) is a supersymmetric double over a super-
Poisson P-algebra A with P a graded commutative algebra, if G = G0 ⊕ G1 is a
super-Lie subalgebra of A and a bilinear form STrace ◦m restricted to G is non-
degenerated. In this case the bilinear form STrace ◦ m determines an element
CG ∈ G ⊗ G called a quadratic Casimir element of the double (A,G).
Example 1. The algebras A∞ and AN with these super-Poisson structures (2.3)
(2.13) and Berezin integral or supertrace on the matrices. For G we take naturally
G imbedded as super-Lie subalgebra on A via (2.8 ).
Definition 5 (14). We say that (A,G,H) is a supersymmetric triple, if it exists a
subspace H of A such that
1) H is a super-Lie subalgebra of G,
2) (A,H) is the supersymmetric double with the Casimir element CH ∈ H⊗H,
coboundary δH and product ∗H,
3) An element C ≡ CG − CH fulfils m(C) ∈ Ce,
4) ad
(
H⊥⊗H⊥
)
⊂ H where H⊥ is an orthogonal complement of H in G with
respect to STrace ◦m.
We write (A)
0
((A)
1
) is even (odd) part with respect to the sum of grading of A
and of P. P can be Grassmanian algebras or graded matrix algebras. In the non
abelian case any element of A ⊗Mn(C) is a matrix in which each component is a
element A with respect to previous graduation. We note m the left regular action
and ad the adjoint action of A on itself. We have
ad (X)Y = (−1)X{X,Y }(3.36)
m (X)Y = (−1)YXY(3.37)
a˜d (X ⊗ n) (Y ⊗ p) ≡ (−1)X{X,Y } ⊗ np(3.38)
m˜ (X ⊗ n) (Y ⊗ p) ≡ (−1)YXY ⊗ np(3.39)
We call modified Casimir the following element which is written formally as
C˜G ≡ CG1 ⊗ C
G
2 ⊗ In ∈ G ⊗ G ⊗ In(3.40)
We note dG , analogue of the Dynkin index for the supertrace, which can be defined
by
STrace(XY ) =
1
dG
STrace(ad (X)ad (Y ))(3.41)
Proposition 1. The modified complex Ω˜ over A′ = A⊗Mn(C) is defined as follows
Ω˜ (A′,G) =
3⊕
i=0
Ω˜i (A
′,G)
where
Ω˜0 (A
′,G) = Ω˜3 (A
′,G) = e⊗ (A)0 ⊗Mn(C)
Ω˜1 (A
′,G) = Ω˜2 (A
′,G) = (G0 ⊗ (A)0 ⊗Mn(C))⊕ (G1 ⊗ (A)1 ⊗Mn(C))
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Let us introduce now the coboundary operator
δ˜
G
: Ω˜i (A
′,G) −→ Ω˜i+1 (A
′,G)
δ˜
G
(e⊗X ⊗ n) = (−1)C
G
2 m
(
CG1
)
e⊗ ad
(
CG2
)
X ⊗ n,
δ˜
G
(g ⊗ Y ⊗ n) = ad
(
CG1
)
(g)⊗ ad
(
CG2
)
(Y )⊗ n+
1
2
dG (g ⊗ Y ⊗ n) ,
δ˜
G
(k ⊗ Z ⊗ n) = (−1)ke⊗ ad (k)Z ⊗ n,
δ˜
G
(e⊗W ⊗ n) = 0,
and the associative product between the forms compatible with δ˜
G
∗˜G : Ω˜i (A
′,G)⊗ Ω˜j (A
′,G) −→ Ω˜i+j (A
′,G)(3.42)
is given by the following table


∗˜G e⊗X
′ g′ ⊗X ′ k′ ⊗ Z ′ e⊗W ′
e⊗X m˜⊗ m˜ m˜⊗ m˜ m˜⊗ m˜ m˜⊗ m˜
g ⊗X m˜⊗ m˜ a˜d⊗ m˜ (STrace⊗ Id)⊗ (m˜⊗ m˜) 0
k ⊗ Z m˜⊗ m˜ (STrace⊗ Id)⊗ (m˜⊗ m˜) 0 0
e⊗W m˜⊗ m˜ 0 0 0


Remark 1. The complex of Klimcik complex [14] is exactly the previous one in the
case A′ = A. We obtain it from the modified differential complex in a natural way
C˜G ≡ CG1 ⊗ C
G
2 ∈ G ⊗ G
and
Ω (A,G) =
3⊕
i=0
Ωi (A,G)
where
Ω0 (A,G) = Ω3 (A,G) = e⊗ (A)0
Ω1 (A,G) = Ω2 (A,G) = G0 ⊗ (A)0 ⊕ G1 ⊗ (A)1 .
The coboundary operator is
δG : Ωi (A,G) −→ Ωi+1 (A,G)
δG (e ⊗X) = (−1)
CG
2 m
(
CG1
)
e⊗ ad
(
CG2
)
X, e⊗X ∈ Ω0
δG (g ⊗X) =
(
ad
(
CG1
)
⊗ ad
(
CG2
)
+
1
2
dG
)
(g ⊗X) , g ⊗X ∈ Ω1
δG (k ⊗ Y ) = (−1)
k
e⊗ ad (k)Y, k ⊗ Y ∈ Ω2
δG (e⊗W ) = 0. e⊗W ∈ Ω3
and the associative product between the forms
∗G : Ωi (A,G) ⊗ Ωj (A,G) −→ Ωi+j (A,G)(3.43)
compatible with δG with The multiplication is given by the same table.
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We construct a canonical complex Ω (A,G,H) over (A,G,H) as follows [14]
∀i = 0, 1, 2, 3 : Ωi (A,G,H) = Ωi (A,G)(3.44)
and we define the exterior derivative δ on Ω (A,G,H) as follows
δ = δG on Ωi (A,G) for i = 0, 2, 3
δ (g ⊗X + h⊗ Y ) = δG (g ⊗X + h⊗ Y )− δH (g ⊗X + h⊗ Y ) on Ω1 (A,G,H)
Before acting δH on g ⊗X + h⊗ Y , we do the projection this element on H⊗A.
The product ∗ in Ω (A,G,H) is defined by
∗ = ∗G on Ωi (A,G) for i = 0, 2, 3,(3.45)
∗ = ∗G − ∗H on Ω1 (A,G,H)(3.46)
The product ∗ and the coboundary δ verify the Leibniz rule.
Proposition 2. We can also construct a modified complex Ω˜ (A′,G,H) on A′ in
the following way
δ˜ = δ˜
G
on Ω˜i (A
′,G) for i = 0, 2, 3
δ˜ = δ˜
G
− δ˜
H
on Ω˜1 (A
′,G,H)
Before acting δH on an 1-form, we do the projection of this element on H⊗A′.
The product ∗ in Ω˜ (A′,G,H) is defined by
∗˜ = ∗˜G on Ω˜i (A
′,G) for i = 0, 2, 3,(3.47)
∗˜ = ∗˜G − ∗˜H on Ω˜1 (A
′,G,H) .
Proof. To prove the previous two propositions, it is sufficient to prove it in the case
A′= A with A is as in the definitions (3)(4). To illustrate this idea, we compute
δ˜
G
◦ δ˜
G
(g ⊗X ⊗m) with g ⊗X ⊗m ∈ Ω˜1 (A
′,G),
δ˜
G
◦ δ˜
G
(g ⊗X ⊗m) = δ˜
G
({
CG1 , g
}
⊗
{
CG2 , X
}
⊗m+
1
2
dG (g ⊗X ⊗m)
)
= (−1){C
G
1
,g} e⊗
{{
CG1 , g
}
,
{
CG2 , X
}}
⊗m
+
1
2
(−1)g dGe⊗ {g,X} ⊗m
=
[
(−1){
CG
1
,g} e⊗
{
CG1 g,
{
CG2 , X
}}
+
1
2
(−1)
g
dGe⊗ {g,X}
]
⊗m
It is clear that is equivalent to prove the nilpotency of δ˜
G
in the abelian case. We
use the same trick to prove the other assertions.
Corollary 1. There is a simple relation between the complex in the abelian case
and the non abelian case
δ˜
G
(e⊗X ⊗m) = δG(e⊗X)⊗m, e⊗X ⊗m ∈ Ω0,
δ˜
G
(g ⊗X ⊗m) = δG (g ⊗X)⊗m, g ⊗X ⊗m ∈ Ω1,
δ˜
G
(k ⊗ Y ⊗ n) = δG (k ⊗ Y )⊗ n, k ⊗ Y ⊗ n ∈ Ω2.
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and the product on 1-forms can be written
(e⊗X ⊗m) ∗˜G (e⊗ Y ⊗ n) = e⊗XY ⊗mn(3.48)
= (e⊗X) ∗G (e ⊗ Y )⊗mn(3.49)
in the same way we can formally we note ∗˜G ≡ ∗G ⊗ ×, where × is the matrix
product.
3.3. Modified complex on supersphere and on fuzzy supersphere. We con-
sider the previous complex on the fuzzy supersphere AN (for N = {1, 2, ...,∞} for
a particular choice of G = sl(2, 1), H = ops(2, 1). Recall the sl(2, 1) is generated
by R±, R3,Γ, V±, D± and osp(2, 1) by R±, R3, V±. Thus we have
1) Abelian case
Ω0 = Ω3 = AN(3.50)
Ω1 = Ω2 =
8⊕
i=0
(AN )i(3.51)
2) Non abelian
Ω˜0 = Ω˜3 = AN ⊗Mn (C)(3.52)
Ω˜1 = Ω˜2 =
8⊕
i=0
(AN ⊗Mn (C))i(3.53)
In details, all the forms are written as follows using a basis of the G :
0-form ≡ φ(3.54)
1-form ≡ r+ ⊗ C+ + r− ⊗ C− + r3 ⊗ C3 + γ ⊗W,(3.55)
+v+ ⊗A+ + v− ⊗A− + d+ ⊗B+ + d− ⊗B−
≡ (A+, A−, B+, B−, C+, C−, C3,W )
in the same way
2-form ≡ (a+, a−, b+, b−, c+, c−, c3, w)
All these elements are in AN or in AN ⊗Mn (C). In the second case A+ = A
i
+Ei
with Ei a basis of Mn (C). And the Casimir element C
G − CH in this basis is
C = 2d− ⊗ d+ − 2d+ ⊗ d− −
1
2
γ ⊗ γ(3.56)
or
C = 2d− ⊗ d+ ⊗ In − 2d+ ⊗ d− ⊗ In −
1
2
γ ⊗ γ ⊗ In(3.57)
In first we have to explicit the product between forms
φ1∗˜φ2 = φ1φ2
φ∗˜ (A±,W,Ci, B±) = (φA±, φW, φCiφ,B±)
φ∗˜ (a±, w, ci, b±) = (φa±, φw, φci, φb±)
φ∗˜Φ = φΦ
(A±,W,Ci, B±) ∗˜ψ = (ψA±, ψW,ψCi, ψB±)(
A1±,W
1, C1i , B
1
±
)
∗˜
(
A2±,W
2, C2i , B
2
±
)
=
(
a′±, w
′, c′i, b
′
±
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where(
a′±, w
′, c′i, b
′
±
)
= (W 1B2+ −B
1
+W
2 − 2C1+A
2
− + 2A
1
−C
2
+ − 2C
1
3A
2
+ + 2A
1
+C
2
3 ,
W 1B2− −B
1
−W
2 − 2C1−A
2
+ + 2A
1
+C
2
− − 2C
1
3A
2
− + 2A
1
−C
2
3 ,
−4B1+A
2
− + 4B
1
−A
2
+ − 4A
1
−B
2
+ + 4A
1
+B
2
−
−4A1+A
2
+,
2A1−A
2
+ + 2A
1
+A
2
−,
4A1−A
2
−
W 1A2+ −A
1
+W
2,
W 1A2− − A
1
−W
2);
The product between 1-forms and 2-forms is written
(A±,W,Ci, B±) ∗˜ (a±, w, ci, b±) = A±a± −A±a± +
1
4
Ww −
1
2
C+c−
−−
1
2
C−c+ − C3c3 −B+b− +B−b+
All other products vanish. Now we are ready to explicit the coboundary
δ˜φ = (D±φ,Γφ,R+, R−φ,R3φ, V±φ)
δ˜ (A±,W,Ci, B±) = (ΓB± − V±W − 2R±A∓ + 2D∓C± ∓ 2R3A± ± 2D±C3
+2A±, 4V+A− − 4V−A+ + 4D−B+ − 4D+B− + 2W,
−4D+A+ − C+,
−C3 + 2D−A+ + 2D+A−,
4D−A− − C−,
−B± −D±W + ΓA±);
δ˜ (a±, w, ci, b±) = D+a− −D−a+ +
1
4
Γw −
1
2
R+c−
−
1
2
R−c+ −R3c3 − V+b− + V−b+.
For example ΓB± means
(
ΓBi±
)
Ei The action of the operators Ri, V±, D±,Γ is
given in (2.7)(2.14) and δ is osp(2, 1) invariant [14].
We say that the 1-form V = (A±,W,Ci, B±) satisfies the reality condition V
∗ =
V when we have
A∗+ = A−, A
∗
− = −A+, B
∗
+ = −B−, B
−
− = B+(3.58)
C∗+ = C−, C
+
− = C+, C
−
3 = C3, W
∗ =W.
in the non abelian case, the reality condition means we consider only 1-forms V˜ =
V ⊗ h with V = V ∗ and h a hermitian n× n matrix.
4. Fields theories
4.1. The noncommutative pure gauge and supersymmetric fields over
AN . The noncommutative pure supersymmetric electrodynamics
2 (respectively Yang-
Mills) over AN (resp. A
′
N )is a theory of 1-forms in the complex Ω (AN ,G,H)
2This case is studied in [14].
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resp. Ω˜ (A′N ,G,H)
)
defined by an action
S(V ) =
1
g2
Trace
[
STrace
[
α ⊳ F ∗˜F + β
(
V ∗˜δ˜V +
2
3
V ∗˜V ∗˜V
)]]
.(4.1)
where Trace is the usual trace on the matrices which is used in the non abelian
case, F = δ˜V + V ∗˜V is the field strength of V , α, β are parameters, g a coupling
constant and the Hodge triangle ⊳ is the identification map between Ω˜1 (AN ,G,H)
and Ω˜2 (AN ,G,H). The connection V is real 1-form V
∗ = V , verifying(
δ˜V + V ∗˜V
)
H
= 0,(4.2)
for the field theoretical application we need moreover constraint
C∗˜VH⊥ + VH⊥ ∗˜C +
1
N
(⊳VH⊥ ∗˜VH⊥) = 0.(4.3)
Constraint (4.2) implies that the theory contains only 1-forms only VH⊥ constrained
moreover by (4.3). We can write the interaction with matter as follows [11].
Smatter(V ) = STrace
[(
δ˜
G
− δ˜
H
+ VH⊥
)
Φ∗∗˜ ⊳
(
δ˜
G
− δ˜
H
+ VH⊥
)
Φ
]
(4.4)
Smatter(V ) + S(V ) gives the H-supersymmetric
3 Schwinger model (resp. Yang-
Mills theory) over AN (resp.A
′
N ). This action (4.1) and constraints (4.2)(4.3) are
invariant by gauge transformation
V −→ UV U−1 − δ˜UU−1, U ∈ U (AN ⊗Mn (C)) .(4.5)
and by action of H. For the details of the H-action see [14].
In the abelian case, by the non commutativity of the algebraAN we have the term
V ∗ V but in the commutative case this term disappears. In the non commutative
case the operator δ commutes only with elements of the form U = exp(iρ)e where
e is the unit of AN . Thus the action (4.1) is the noncommutative deformation of
an U(1) gauge theory.
In the non abelian case, using corollary (1) it is easy to show that δ commute with
elements of U (AN ⊗Mn (C)). Thus the action (4.1) is also the noncommutative
deformation of an U(n) gauge theory. Now we are going to study commutative
limit N −→ ∞ of (4.1) in the two cases
4.1.1. Commutative abelian case. In the case, we have a pure gauge field action
with V = (A±,W,C±, Ci, B±) satisfying (3.58).
S∞ (V ) = I
[
α′δV ∗ ⊳δV + β′V ∗ δV
]
,(4.6)
the constraint (4.2) becomes
VH⊥ = (A+, A−,W, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)(4.7)
and (4.3) becomes
d+A− − d−A+ +
1
4
γW = 0(4.8)
It follows
F ≡ δV = (F+, F−, f, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ∈
8⊕
i=0
(A∞)i(4.9)
3invariant with respect to H-action.
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where α′, β′ are real parameters. The constraints (4.8) gives the following con-
straints on the ”additional” superfields C±, Ci, B±
C± = ∓D±A±, C3 = 2D−A+ + 2D+A−, B± = −D±W + ΓA±.(4.10)
with a new parametrization
A+ =
1
2
(
A− zA
)
, A− = −
1
2
(
zA+A
)
, W = bA− bA(4.11)
A long calculation gives us the following result obtained in [14]
Lemma 1. We have
F+ = −
3
2
[
zD (nω) +D (nω)
]
− 4d+nω(4.12)
F− =
3
2
[
zD (nω)−D (ω)
]
− 4d−nω(4.13)
f = 3 [bD(nω) + bD(nω)]− 4γnω(4.14)
with n =
(
1 + zz + bb
)
, ω = DA+DA.
The action (4.5) becomes
S∞ (V ) =
1
2πi
∫
dzdzdbdb
{
αD(nω)D(nω) + βnω2
}
.(4.15)
the parameters α, β are linear combinations of α′, β′. This action is osp(2, 1)
supersymmetric.
The gauge symmetry A −→ A + iDΛ, A −→ A + iDΛ gives the following
expressions for A,A by gauge fixation which eliminates some components
iA = bv +
1
2
b
iu
1 + zz
+ bb
(
η
1 + zz
)
(4.16)
iA =
1
2
b
iu
1 + zz
+ bv + bb
(
η
1 + zz
)
(4.17)
with u real, v, v mutually complex conjugate and η∗ = η. We obtain
nω = iu+ bη − bη + bb
(
(1 + zz) (∂zv − ∂zv) +
iu
1 + zz
)
(4.18)
To finish we obtain by taking α = −β
S∞ (V ) =
−α
2πi
∫
dzdz{− (1 + zz)
2
(∂zv − ∂zv)
2
+ ∂zu∂zu+
u2
(1 + zz)
2
+η∂zη + η∂zη + 2
ηη
(1 + zz)
}.
Hence we conclude that the commutative limit of the (4.1) is indeed standard
supersymmetric Schwinger model on the ordinary sphere.
4.1.2. Commutative non abelian case. We consider the commutative limit of the
action (4.1) and we obtain the pure non abelian gauge field with V satisfies the
reality condition.
S∞ (V ) =
1
g2
∫
Trace
[
α′ ⊳ F ∗ F + β′
(
V ∗ δV +
2
3
V ∗ V ∗ V
)]
(4.19)
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with
F = δV + V 2 = (F+, F−, f, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) .(4.20)
Using (4.26 ) We shall go to give explicitly all the components of F . Let us set
V = (A±,W,Ci, B±)
constrained by (4.7) and (4.8). We have
δV = (ΓB± − V±W − 2R±A∓ + 2D∓C± ∓ 2R3A± ± 2D±C3
+2A±, 4V+A− − 4V−A+ + 4D−B+ − 4D+B− + 2W,
−4D+A+ − C+,
−C3 + 2D−A+ + 2D+A−,
4D−A− − C−,
−B± −D±W + ΓA±);
and
V 2 = ([W,B+] + 2 [A−, C+] + 2 [A+, C3] ,
[W,B−] + 2 [A+, C−] + 2 [A−, C3] ,
−4 {B+, A−}+ 4 {A+, B−} ,
−4A+A+, 2A−A+ + 2A+A−, 4A−A−,
[W,A+] , [W,A−]);
In components
F± = (ΓB± − V±W − 2R±A∓ + 2D∓C± ∓ 2R3A± ± 2D±C3 + 2A±
+ [W,B±] + 2 [A∓, C±] + 2 [A±, C3] ,
4V+A− − 4V−A+ + 4D−B+ − 4D+B− + 2W + 4 [B−, A+] + 4 [A+, B−] ,
−4D+A+ − C+ − 4A+A+,
−C3 + 2D−A+ + 2D+A− + 2A−A+ + 2A+A−,
4D−A− − C− + 4A−A−,
−B± −D±W + ΓA± + [W,A±] , );
The constraint (4.9) implies the following constraints on the ”extra” super fields
Ci, B±
C± = ∓4 (D±A± +A±A±)(4.21)
C3 = +2D−A+ + 2D+A− + 2A−A+ + 2A+A−
B± = −D±W + ΓA±
using (4.10), δV and V 2 become
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δV = (Γ (−D±W + ΓA±.)− V±W − 2R±A∓ ∓ 8D∓ ((D±A± +A±A±))∓ 2R3A±
±2D± (2D−A+ + 2D+A− + 2 (A−A+ +A+A−)) + 2A±,
4V+A− − 4V−A+ + 4D− (−D+W + ΓA+)− 4D+ (−D−W + ΓA−) + 2W,
+4A+A+,
−2 (A−A+ + A+A−) ,
−4A−A−, 0, 0)
and
V 2 = ([W, (−D±W + ΓA±)] + 2 [A∓, (−4 (D±A± +A±A±))]
+2 [A±, 2D−A+ + 2D+A− + 2 (A−A+ +A+A−)] ,
−4 {(−D+W + ΓA+) , A−}+ 4 {A+, (−D−W + ΓA−)} ,
−4A+A+, 2A−A+ + 2A+A−, 4A−A−,
0, 0);
Finally, we have
F = (Γ (−D±W + ΓA±.)− V±W − 2R±A∓ ∓ 8D∓ ((D±A± +A±A±))∓ 2R3A±
±2D± (2D−A+ + 2D+A− + 2 (A−A+ +A+A−)) + 2A±
+([W, (−D±W + ΓA±)] + 2 [A∓, (−4 (D±A± +A±A±))]
+2 [A±, 2D−A+ + 2D+A− + 2 (A−A+ +A+A−)] ,
4V+A− − 4V−A+ + 4D− (−D+W + ΓA+)− 4D+ (−D−W + ΓA−) + 2W
−4 [(−D+W + ΓA+) , A−]+ + 4 [A+, (−D−W + ΓA−)]+ ,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
with
F± =
(
Γ2 + 2)
)
A± − (ΓD± + V±)W ∓ 12D∓D±A− ± 12D±D±A+
±4D± (A−A+ +A+A−)∓ 8D∓ (A±A±)
∓8 [A∓, (D±A±)]± 4 [A±, D−A+ +D+A−]
f = 2W + 4 (D+D− −D−D+)W + 4 (V+ −D+Γ)A− − 4 (V− −D−Γ)A+
+4 [D+W − ΓA+, A−]+ − 4 [A+, D−W − ΓA−]+
using the parametrization (4.11), we obtain
F+ = −
3
2
[
zD (nω) +D (nω)
]
− 4d+nω
−
1
2
(1 + zz)D
(
AA+AA
)
−
1
2
z (1 + zz)D
(
AA+AA
)
+
3
2
(1 + zz)DA2 +
3
2
z (1 + zz)DA
2
z (1 + zz)
[
A,DA
]
−
1
2
(1 + zz)
[
A,DA
]
+(1 + zz)
[
A,DA
]
−
1
2
z (1 + zz)
[
A,DA
]
,
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and
F− =
3
2
[
zD (nω)−D (ω)
]
− 4d−nω
−
1
2
(1 + zz)D
(
AA+AA
)
+
1
2
z (1 + zz)D
(
AA+AA
)
−
3
2
(1 + zz) zDA2 +
3
2
(1 + zz)DA
2
+(1 + zz)
[
A,DA
]
+
1
2
z (1 + zz)
[
A,DA
]
−
1
2
(1 + zz)
[
A,DA
]
− (1 + zz) z
[
A,DA
]
,
and
f = −2 (1 + zz)
[
A,A
]
+
.
Thus the action (4.19) is written as
Proposition 3.
S =
∫
dzdzdbdbT race
[
{α
(
D (nω˜) +
[
A, nω˜
])
(D (nω˜) + [A, nω˜]) + βnω˜2}
]
where ω˜ = DA + DA +
[
A,A
]
+
and n = 1 + zz + bb. The complex arbitrary
parameters α, β are linear combinations of α′, β′.
Corollary 2. In the abelian case, we find out
S =
∫
dzdzdbdb
[
Trace{αD (nω)D (nω) + βnω2
]
(4.22)
where
ω = DA+DA and n = 1 + zz + bb(4.23)
4.1.3. Supersymmetric invariance. Now I will show that this action is supersym-
metric invariant using the infinitesimal action of osp(2, 1) on 1-forms[14]
∆A = (ǫ+V+ + ǫ−V−)A+
1
2
ǫ−bA(4.24)
∆A = (ǫ+V+ + ǫ−V−)A+
1
2
ǫ+bA(4.25)
We note ǫV ≡ ǫ+V+ + ǫ−V− where ǫ± are grassmanian parameters. And we recall
that the definition of the action of V± is following
V±A = {v±, A}(4.26)
The definition of charge v± is given in (2.7). Thus we obtain the following lemmas
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Lemma 2. We found the variation of the following terms under osp(2, 1) infini-
tesimal action
∆(nω) = ǫV (nω)(4.27)
∆(
{
A,A
}
) = ǫV
{
A,A
}
(4.28)
∆(
{
A,A
}
) = ǫV
{
A,A
}
(4.29)
∆([A, nω˜]) = ǫV ([A, nω˜]) +
1
2
ǫ−b [A, nω˜](4.30)
∆(
[
A, nω˜
]
) = ǫV
([
A, nω˜
])
−
1
2
ǫ+b
[
A, nω˜
]
(4.31)
and we obtain
∆S = Trace
∫
dzdzdbdb
n
ǫV
(
{α
(
D (nω˜) +
[
A, nω˜
])
(D (nω˜) + [A, nω˜]) + βnω˜2}
)(4.32)
Lemma 3. The following property holds in this framework∫
dzdzdbdb
n
ǫV (f) = 0(4.33)
with f ∈ A∞.
Proof. Easy computation
The supergauge symmetry A −→ A + iDΛ + i[A,Λ], A −→ A + iDΛ + i[A,Λ]
with Λ ∈ A∞, is also evident. We recall the fields A,A are odd elements of the
algebras A∞ with values in a arbitrary Lie algebra (u(n) or su(n)). It means that
A = AiT
i with T i generators of the Lie algebras and Ai elements of the functions
algebra on the supersphere. After the gauge fixation which allows us to eliminate
same components, we have
iA = bv +
1
2
b
iu
1 + zz
+ bb
η
1 + zz
(4.34)
iA =
1
2
b
iu
1 + zz
+ bv + bb
η
1 + zz
(4.35)
which allow us to compute explicitly the action
S =
1
2πi
∫
Trace[−α (η∂zη + ∂zu∂zu+ η∂zη) + α
(
(1 + zz)
2
(i [v, v] + (∂zv − ∂zv))
2
)
α
u2
(1 + zz)
2
+ iα
(
[η, η]
+
v +
1
2
i
1 + zz
[η, η]
+
u
)
+iα
(
v [η, η]
+
+
1
2
i
1 + zz
u [η, η]
+
)
+ 2β
u2
(1 + zz)
2
+ 2β
ηη
1 + zz
+2αiu (i [v, v] + (∂zv − ∂zv)) + 2βiu (i [v, v] + (∂zv − ∂zv))]
Certain terms of this action merit some explanations, we note the component of
the fields in an explicit way
v = viT
i, u = ujT
j, v = vhT
h
η = ηkT
k, η = ηgT
g
and the product is defined as follows
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uv = ujviT
iT j
where ujvi is product in the function algebra on the supersphere and T
iT j is
product in the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra. For example
{η, η} =
{
ηkT
k, ηgT
g
}
= ηkT
kηgT
g + ηgT
gηkT
k
= ηkηg
[
T k, T g
]
= ηkηgC
i
kgTi
with Cikg constants structure of the Lie algebra. Now we explicit the product of
the type {η, η} v
v {η, η} = vjηkηgC
i
kgTjT
i(4.36)
It is an element on the enveloping algebra. The parameters α, β are arbitrary and
choosing α = −β, we obtain the Yang-Mills action on the ordinary sphere with
some extras mass terms as in the abelian case [14]. The action is very close to the
standard Yang-Mills in the flat euclidean space.
S =
−α
2πi
∫
dzdzT race{− (1 + zz)2 (i [v, v] + (∂zv − ∂zv))
2 + ∂zu∂zu(4.37)
+
u2
(1 + zz)
2
+ η∂zη + η∂zη + 2
ηη
1 + zz
−iv [η, η]
+
− iv [η, η]
+
+
1
1 + zz
u [η, η]
+
}.
In component the action (4.46), with the choice Trace
(
TiT
j
)
= δij , becomes
S =
−α
2πi
∫
dzdz{− (1 + zz)
2
(
iCkijvivj + (∂zvk − ∂zvk)
)2
+
u2i
(1 + zz)
2
+ ηi∂zηi + ηi∂zηi + 2
ηiηi
1 + zz
−iCjkgvjηkηg − iC
l
mnvlηmηn +
1
1 + zz
Cstxusηtηx}.
5. Conclusions
We have constructed the supersymmetric electrodynamics and Yang-Mills the-
ories on the noncommutative sphere using a modified differential complex : These
theories possess only finite number of degrees of freedom. They are respectively
supersymmetric and supergauge invariant such that these commutative limits be-
come the supersymmetric Schwinger model and supersymmetric Yang-Mills on the
ordinary sphere.
This is a new step towards the understanding of the role of the noncommuta-
tive geometry in the nonperturbative regularization of QFT. The supersymmetry
approach allows us to consider scalars fields, gauge fields and spinors fields in a
canonical set-up and the supersymmetric and supergauge invariance single the good
constraints which give us the correct theory.
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